Legal and Regulatory Considerations Associated with Use of Patient-Generated Health Data from Social Media and Mobile Health (mHealth) Devices
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Summary
Patient-generated health data are coming into broader use across the health care spectrum and hold great promise as a means to improve care and health outcomes. At the same time, rapid evolution in the social media and mobile health (mHealth) market has promoted an environment in which creation and transmission of personal health information is easy, quick, and appealing to patients. However, adoption of social media and mHealth by providers is hampered by legal and regulatory concerns with regard to data ownership and data use. This article defines common forms of patient-generated health data (PGHD) and describes how PGHD is used in clinical settings. It explores issues related to protection of personal health information, including that of children and adolescents, data security, and other potential barriers such as physician licensure. It also discusses regulatory and legal considerations providers and patients should consider before using social media and mobile health apps.
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1. Introduction

Patient-generated health data (PGHD), also known as patient-generated health information, has been defined as health-related data created, recorded, gathered or inferred by or from patients or their designees (care partners or those who assist them) to help address a health concern [1]. It differs from data generated in clinical settings and during interactions with care providers in that patients capture or record PGHD and determine with whom it will be shared. Patients’ control over information about them differentiates patient-generated health data from patient-directed health information, which is data that can be shared across systems without input from patients and their caregivers [2].

Patient-generated health data emanate from multiple sources, including patient-reported outcomes (PROs), patient-powered patient registries (PPRs), patient-powered research networks (PPRNs), patient portals, remote sensors, smart wearable devices, social media, mobile health (mHealth) apps, and others. Patient-reported outcomes, also known as patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), are used in research and clinical settings to assess how patients perceive their health status. Patient-powered registries are collections of standardized information about a group of patients who share a condition or experience [3]. PPRs use existing data or data contributed and managed by patients to assess treatment effectiveness, adverse effects, and similar considerations that are of interest to patients. Patient-powered research networks bring together multiple registries in a shared infrastructure [3]. Patient portals include Web- or mobile device-based structures through which patients can access provider-created and -maintained information about them and their health. Smart wearable devices transmit personal data such as heart rate and activity level to an external source for analysis.

Patient-reported outcomes have been reported since the late 1980s [4, 5]. They frequently have been used in clinical trials to measure symptoms, quality of life, and other qualities or states that are not captured by clinical endpoints such as disease-free survival and response rate. PROs differ from PGHD in that PROs describe a condition or status at a particular point (e.g., depression 180 days postsurgery), whereas PGHD may be single data points (e.g., minutes of rapid eye movement sleep during a particular night) that must be analyzed along with additional PGHD to describe a condition or status.

Though the collection and use of patient-generated information is intuitive to experienced patients, inclusion of such data represents a shift in the way medicine has been practiced [6]. However, patient experience-based outcomes may be of equal interest to patients who may need to evaluate and choose among multiple treatment options when no therapy offers a clear advantage in survival, as is the case with many cancers [7]. Taking an active role in the collection and management of data about one’s health status increases patient activation, which is strongly related to better health outcomes in multiple conditions [8, 9].

Despite the significant potential benefits to outcomes and patient satisfaction that may accrue through the leveraging of PGHD in clinical care, data ownership remains a barrier to greater use of PGHD in some circumstances. This article reviews the data ownership and regulation issues with regard to PGHD created and/or distributed via social media and mobile health applications.

2. Benefits from use of PGHD

Use of PGHD facilitates the realization of numerous desirable outcomes and events. For example, the National Institutes of Health asthma guidelines recommend the use of patient-reported outcomes in assessment of asthma control [10]. The delivery of customized care plans and acquisition of PROs during hospitalization after cardiac surgery has been shown to predict length of hospital stay and health status at discharge [11]. Similarly, length of stay has been associated with a patient-generated subjective global assessment of nutritional status in adults who had undergone an appendectomy [12]. The value of patient-generated information for assessing patients’ functional status has been recognized for many years [13].

The use of PGHD also can facilitate improvements in the health care system. Analysis of data submitted by members of the patient network PatientsLikeMe about their use of lithium carbonate
as a treatment for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis was similar to analysis of clinical trial data, suggesting that PGHD may have a role in drug discovery and development [14, 15]. Combining reports from the US Food & Drug Administration’s (FDA) adverse event reporting system with PGHD collected from Internet search logs improved the accuracy of adverse drug reaction detection by 19% over either approach used alone [16]. PROs gathered electronically (ePROs) and archived in a central institutional system have a prominent role in the achievement of a rapid learning cancer care system [17].

Beyond the advantages to patients that accrue through the use of patient-generated information, public policy supports greater use of PGHD in a more patient-centered learning health care environment. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology has indicated that bringing patient-reported data into certified electronic health records (EHRs) is a high priority and is expected to include requirements to stimulate greater patient engagement in stage 3 of the meaningful use electronic health record incentive program [18, 19]. In 2009 FDA issued a guidance describing how it evaluates PRO instruments that are collected to support labeling claims in medical product development [20]. In addition, FDA has acknowledged the need to use patient-generated information in such as that shared via social media in pharmacovigilance [21].

Finally, patients themselves have described the value they derive from taking an active role in providing information used in making care decisions and improving the health care system. Patients’ descriptions of their engagement in adverse drug reaction reporting within a formal pharmacovigilance infrastructure, cancer-related symptom reporting and management, and use of PROs to guide the care they receive illustrate the difference patients can make in their own health outcomes when PGHD is considered in conjunction with other clinical evidence [22–25]. Patients and providers see the same clinical encounter from very different perspectives, and the use of patient-generated information in the course of care can close that gap.

3. Social media and mobile health

Although social media and mobile health (mHealth) address separate purposes, they are often thought of in tandem because social media platforms such as Twitter lend themselves to distribution of PGHD and mHealth apps frequently are built to transmit PGHD to health care providers or others (e.g., online fitness sites) for analysis. Some operational and legal issues affect both social media and mHealth, while others are relevant to just one.

FDA defines mobile apps as software programs that run on smartphones and other mobile communication devices, accessories that attach to a smartphone or other mobile communications devices, or a combination of accessories and software [26]. The agency defines mobile medical apps as “medical devices that are mobile apps, meet the definition of a medical device, and are an accessory to a regulated medical device or transform a mobile platform into a regulated medical device” [26]. Mobile medical apps generally serve one or more of several purposes, including treatment and disease management; data collection and disease surveillance; health support systems; health promotion and disease prevention; communication between patients and health care providers or among providers; and medical education [27]. Although there is great variety of format and function among mobile medical apps, mHealth most often involves text messaging, for example between patient and clinician [27].

Patients’ and providers’ use of social media and mHealth apps provide a framework for assessing the role mHealth can play in medicine and as a source of PGHD. Physicians use social media primarily for personal use (60%), though accessing health care news (21%), communicating with peers (18%), marketing the practice (11%), and communicating to patients (4%) are also practiced [28]. Among physicians who choose not to use social media, concerns about patient privacy (52%), lack of time (51%), concerns about liability (42%), the belief that social media has little professional value (40%), and lack of familiarity (23%) are cited most frequently. In 2014, two-thirds of physicians surveyed reported using a mobile app to check medication interactions, diagnose a condition, access electronic health records (EHRs), check results, create clinical notes, and prescribe electronically, and more than a third of US physicians recommended their patients use health apps [29, 30].
Social media and mHealth use among consumers and patients is more difficult to track because of the broad range of platforms and mobile apps available and the integration of platforms and apps into users' personal (as opposed to professional) lives. Many people use multiple platforms and apps, which makes it possible for individuals to be counted multiple times. About 46 million unique users in the US accessed fitness and health apps from a smartphone in January 2014, an 18% increase from January 2013 [31]. Worldwide, three million patients used connected home medical monitoring devices for remote monitoring by professionals at the end of 2013, and the number of patients using such devices is expected to grow to 19.1 million by 2018 [32].

4. Growth of social media and mHealth

Growth in mobile health device use and services via apps and traditional medical devices (e.g., Internet-connected monitoring equipment) has been projected for some time. Besides the obvious popularity of consumer apps, other factors could drive growth in mHealth, including new technologies, greater interest by patients and providers in sharing information, financial and other incentives to exchange PGHD, and documentation of improved outcomes or lower health care costs with use of mHealth devices [1].

Growth estimates by user market size provide a way to quantify the current and future mHealth environment:

- A market of 15 million users of app-enabled mHealth and mobile-fitness hardware devices in 2013 is projected to grow to more than 96 million in 2018 [33]
- By 2018, 50% of an estimated 3.4 billion smartphone and tablet users will have downloaded mHealth apps [34]
- Three million patients will be monitored remotely by 2016 [35]
- One-third of smartphone owners – 48.5 million people – in the United States used health/fitness apps in January 2014, an 18% increase from January 2013 [36]
- 27% of US households own and use at least one connected device health device such as a piece of exercise equipment, and an additional 13% of households intend to purchase such a device within a year [37]

Estimates of the financial value of the mHealth market provide yet another way to regard mHealth’s potential:

- The global mHealth market was valued at $1.95 billion in 2012 and is projected to reach $49 billion by 2020 [38]
- The global mHealth monitoring and diagnostic market was valued at $650 million in 2012, and is projected to reach $8 billion in 2019 [39]
- The global connected devices market was valued at $5.3 billion in 2013 and is projected to reach $16.4 billion by 2018 [40]
- The global wireless EHR market was valued at $11.2 billion in 2013 and is projected to reach $23.5 billion in 2018 [41]
- Nearly 100 million wearable remote patient monitoring devices, such as continuous glucose monitors, are projected to ship through 2019 [42]

5. Legal issues and PGHD

Social media tools such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and others have created abundant opportunities for patients and their families and friends to share personal information related to one’s own health and the health of others. Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets facilitate both the publication of personal health information via social media and the creation of personal health information via wearable technology, sensors, and other devices.
5.1 Social media data ownership

It is generally thought that the person who generates data owns the data until that person posts such data on a social media site, whether doing so from a laptop or through a mobile device. At that time, most social media sites take the position that the data is theirs and, often, that they can use it as they wish. The terms and conditions a user must accept prior to joining such a site generally provide that the social media site owns the data, though the content author may retain some rights. For example, the Terms of Service of Twitter note, “You retain your rights to any Content you submit, post or display on or through the Services. By submitting, posting or displaying Content on or through the Services, you grant us a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free license (with the right to sublicense) to use, copy, reproduce, process, adapt, modify, publish, transmit, display and distribute such Content in any and all media or distribution methods (now known or later developed).” [43] Twitter’s Terms of Service identify the rights that Twitter users transfer to the service on creation of content, but do not address the rights of providers and health care organizations wishing to incorporate patient data distributed over Twitter into patients’ EHRs, which could pose a barrier for providers.

Many complications can be created by a social media site owning an individual’s data. In 2012 the European Union (EU) introduced the right to be forgotten [44], which has since been implemented through such action as a requirement that the search engine Google remove links to personal information on the request of the individual [45, 46]. Social media posts containing PGHD that can be accessed via search engines will likely be covered under the right to be forgotten, potentially creating complications for providers and health care organizations seeking to include PGHD in EHRs. If providers and health care organizations set up processes to download PGHD from the Internet into EHRs and provider-hosted PHRs (e.g., via an automated Web search), they should implement a process for handling patient requests for removal of PGHD from health records, since patients’ information removal requests to search engines are unlikely to affect PGHD in health records. Processes for removal of PGHD emanating from sources that are not Web-searchable, such as patient-powered networks or data registries, will need to take into account the terms of service of these sources.

What might become of personal information owned by a social media site? Consider the example of a social media site to which individuals who have a particular condition post information about their condition, the drugs they are taking, the side effects they are experiencing, their progress in managing their condition, and even the availability of and participation in clinical trials. It is advisable for individuals posting personal information on such a site and participating in it to know who owns the site because that entity might well own the data of all participating on the site. Some important considerations include:

- Is the site owned by a nonprofit academic institution, a pharmaceutical or medical device company, a single provider, an entrepreneur, or a different entity?
- Are certain privacy and security issues implicated or have they been waived by the mere posting of the information by the individual? Will any further consent processes be needed beyond the clicking of “Yes” to the Terms and Conditions of the site?
- What does the owner of the data intend to do with it today, tomorrow and in the future?
- Will the data primarily be used to facilitate the care and treatment of those posting to the site? Will the data be sold to others who might monetize it?
- Will the site be used as a venue from which to recruit individuals for clinical trials?
- If clinical trials are conducted in conjunction with the site, and value is generated by same, who owns that value?

Any of these uses can result in a plethora of legal issues and considerations, including whether the site owner may use the data as he/she desired.

It is also possible that providers may use a public social media site in the diagnosis and/or treatment of patients, as has been done with Facebook for the diagnosis of common skin conditions and rare congenital conditions that require complex care [47]. In this and similar cases, the social media site operator as well as the provider and patient have an ownership stake in the data. The social media site’s Terms of Service will determine how the social media site may use the data.

How might such social media sites interface with an individual’s EHR or personal health record (PHR)? Although a topic of debate, in the United States, it is generally accepted that an individual’s
medical record is owned by the provider who retains the record, not the individual whose medical information resides in the record [48]. As providers move to EHRs, the location of information from an individual’s EHR might be in more disparate locations, but providers still take the position that they own a patient's medical record. This ownership, however, does not take all rights away from patients as they are still covered by privacy protections included in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 [49]. As more and more information from different places is put in that EHR, e.g. treatment from health system one on day one, treatment from a free-standing urgent care clinic on day two, and treatment from health system two on day three, ownership issues may become more complicated. However, in the context of a patient's PHR, it is generally thought that the patient owns the PHR. Although PHRs are not yet ubiquitous, they can hold promise for the future if patients truly update and correct their health care and treatment information.

5.2 mHealth data ownership

The area of mHealth might be viewed as connected to social media because individuals often access or post on a social media site through a mobile device. mHealth devices might well facilitate what is on such social media sites. The device might be one personally owned by an individual – so-called BYOD, or Bring Your Own Device – one owned by an employer, family member, or friend, or one given to a patient by a health care provider.

Ownership of an mHealth device with an individual's personal health information can raise numerous legal issues, not the least of which are those concerning privacy and security. As noted previously, providers and patients might use such devices in the diagnosis of conditions, the checking of results, and in the provision of care. Certain of this information may be posted voluntarily or automatically to a particular site. The latter instance could include situations in which a provider or health system monitors an individual's chronic condition. An examination of the 600 most commonly used mHealth apps revealed that only 30.5% had a privacy policy, and two-thirds of these privacy policies focused on a developer Web page, developer services, or subjects other than the app [50].

Information input by an individual into a mobile device generally starts out as that individual's data similar to information individuals enter into a personal computer. Such information may be input by virtue of entering data or by sensor or other means that convey data about an individual, such as a blood glucose measurement, to a device. Once the data is entered into the mHealth device, it could be transmitted elsewhere. If it is then transmitted, where it is transmitted can affect its ownership. For example, if the data are transmitted into a patient's medical record, both the owner of the medical record (e.g., the clinician or the hospital hosting the medical record) and the individual transmitting the data now have an ownership stake in the information transmitted by the mHealth device. If the sender transmits the data to his/her personal health record, the sender may still be the owner, if he or she owns the PHR.

5.3 mHealth regulation

FDA regulates certain medical devices and also certain mobile medical apps. On September 25, 2013, it issued a Final Guidance that defines “mobile medical app,” as a mobile app that (1) meets the definition of a “device” in the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and (2) is intended to be used as an accessory to a “regulated medical device” or to transform a platform into a “regulated medical device [51].” The Guidance grouped mobile medical apps into three categories: 1) apps that are actively regulated, (e.g., a mobile medical app that monitors the patient's HbA1c and calculates the amount of insulin needed based on the patient's condition, age, weight, etc.); 2) apps that are subject to enforcement discretion, (e.g., a mobile medical app that provides a patient an alert as to when to take his or her medications); and 3) those that are not considered devices and thus are not regulated (e.g., a mobile medical app that merely provides general health care information available on the Internet, not directed to a specific patient).

The FDA guidance addresses data security because patients and other users may experience severe consequences should the device lack adequate data protection or be hacked. The guidance does not address the protection of privacy. Rather, privacy is protected by the Health Insurance Portabil-
ity and Accountability Act (HIPAA), where applicable. When patients’ health information is in the possession of health providers, health plans, business associates, or other covered entities, it is protected under HIPAA; when it is transmitted among individuals or organizations that are not covered entities under HIPAA, it is not protected. Accordingly, health information transmitted via a mobile device by a covered entity is protected under HIPAA privacy and security rules. However, this same information transmitted via a non-covered entity under HIPAA is not protected [52]. HIPAA also does not cover information on an individual’s mobile device.

PGHD is merely data of the patient if a patient checks his or her HbA1c with a mobile device. If, however, he or she uses the device to transmit that information to his or her clinician for the purpose of monitoring that person’s care and the information becomes part of the patient’s EHR, the PGHD then falls under HIPAA [53].

Questions related to provider licensure pose another potential barrier to the routine use of mHealth. When a patient has his or her radiograph read, many current US state laws require that it be read by a physician licensed in the state where the patient is located and had the radiograph. PGHD can raise special issues. For example, if a patient lives in New York and has an mHealth device that continues to monitor certain aspects of his or her health and the patient crosses three states and then travels into the EU, does the patient’s physician need to be licensed in each of the other three states and in the applicable country in the EU when the data is transmitted from that state or country in the EU? Within the United States, most states require that the out-of-state physician receive an unrestricted license in the state in which the initial patient interaction occurred [54, 55]. Some states issue a telemedicine license to facilitate practice across state lines when the physician holds an unrestricted license in another state [56]. In the radiograph situation, the imaging physician is reading the radiograph at one point in time and billing for that service. With the monitoring of an individual’s health information continuously, the clinician may be being paid to manage the patient’s condition or his or her overall care.

The special privacy and confidentiality issues, such as those involving family planning services and treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, associated with teenagers and their treatment can raise important mHealth implications. It is important that vendors and health care systems coordinate their efforts to minimize these issues [57]. Pediatric hospitals need to be sensitive to these special issues raised in the use of PHRs by their patients and families, such as what might be added to a PHR, how, and by whom, that can be occasioned by the link between a patient’s EHR and PHR. The interoperability between the EHR and PHR must be able to facilitate the free flow of information consistent not only with applicable law and regulations but also within the context of social, societal, and organizational considerations [58].

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is not hesitant to file complaints against companies that it believes fail to reasonably protect the security of consumers’ personal data, including medical information. In August 2013 FTC filed a complaint against LabMD, Inc., alleging that the medical testing laboratory exposed the personal medical information of more than 9,000 consumers by placing the information on a peer-to-peer file-sharing network [59]. The filing followed the discovery of the personal information of several hundred consumers who used LabMD’s services in the possession of identity thieves. In this case, as in an earlier case against a medical transcription firm that exposed personal medical information on the public Internet, FTC is acting to enforce HIPAA’s security requirements [60]. FTC also regulates misleading claims. If in the sale or distribution of a mobile medical app or device one makes claims about what the device can do, FTC can bring an action to make the individual or entity cease and desist from making such claims. In 2013 FTC published a written guidance and a short video for mobile app developers that offer advice on creating apps that protect users’ privacy and comply with truth-in-advertising principles [61, 62].

**Future directions**

Full realization of the potential for patient-generated health data to improve patient outcomes on a large scale and support the transformation to a learning health care system requires further evolution in both technical and regulatory areas. As with other forms of health information technology,
the development and use of standards for data representation and transmission is a key factor needed to create the secure environment necessary for social media- and mHealth-based applications to flourish. It is also critical that mobile app developers become more transparent about their data ownership and data use policies so that patients, in conjunction with their providers, can make informed choices about when and how to create and transmit patient-generated health data. Such transparency will make possible the discussions about patient expectations and provider concerns needed for both parties to benefit from use of PGHD.

Clinical Relevance Statement
Use of social media and mHealth for the collection and transmission of patient-generated health data is becoming more common. Understanding legal and regulatory issues related to data ownership and data use allows clinicians to align their needs and interests with those of their patients, thereby facilitating informed decision making about use of data-sharing technologies.
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